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thrw-dimen~ional structures. and genetic 
di.xw* among otbm. KEGG maintains 
uructunl and functional cla.sifiationr of 
molerules and genes in the fotm of, what 
we call. hierarchicA texts, in which the 
headings and subheadings arc clickable to 
unfold or fold branches. Figure I(a) is a 
result (marked in red) of matching the pa 
(TIM) bxrel pmtcins in the hierarchical 
table derived from the SCOP database5 
with the KEGG metabolic pathway dia- 
grate where the enzymes with known 
PDB (Protein Data Bank) structures are 
shown in blue boxes. This indicates pow 
ible gene duplications in the formation of 
the trypophan biosynthetic patbway6. 

One of the most unique aspecLs of 
KEGG i?, the automatic generation of 
organism-s@ftc pathways by matching 
the gene catalogs being produced by the 
genotne sequencing projects and the ref- 
erence pathway diagrams manually drdwn 
and updated. In Figure l(b) the enzymes 
colored in green indicate that the corre- 
sponding genes are found in the Ember- 
i&a co/i gene catalog. Those marked in 
red belong to the tryptophan operon. and 
the getmme map .section of KEGG can also 
be utihzed with aJava_compatible browser, 
for example, to see any correlation 
between the physical proximity of genes 

in the genome and the functional proxim- 
ity of gene products in the pathway. in 
important consequence of mapping gene 
products on the pathway diagrams is the 
validation of the initial gene assignments. 
In case the pathway is not continuous 
because of missing gene products, KEGG 
provides computational tools to assist re- 
examination of gene function assignment’ 
and further analysis of possible existence 
of alternative path@. 

While KEGG tries :o cover a chvene 
range of pathways at a high level of abstmc- 
tio~ there are complementary re.sources 
that contain more detailed data and 
knowledge in spec& pathways. We have 
srarted collaboration with WlT (Ref. 9) for 
metabolic pathways and are open to any 
other collabontions. The mirror sites of 
KEGG are being established ip the USA 
and UK (Ref. IO). In addition to the Inter- 
net version, KEGG is available in CD-ROM 
for Macintosh and Windows where path- 
way diagrams, hierarchical texts. and 
genotne maps are all to be handled by a 
Java-compatible browser. The content of 
CD-ROM can be downkxded by an?ny- 
tnous FI’P (Ref. 11) and used in UNIX 
as well. We also plan to start distributing 
the KEGG server to be mirrored in a lo- 
cal environment. 
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